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ferent periods. The third section will prove very suggestive reading, and
is a careful analysis of the fundamental ideas of the first part of the
Critique of Judgment, with a view to show their connexion with Kant's
conception of genius. The conclusion of the whole inquiry given on
pp. 403-424 is an admirably concise statement of the many sources from
which Kant borrowed or derived his opinions.

As regards the argument of the work one may remark in the first place
that there seems to have been surprisingly little change in Kant's con-
ception of genius from first to last Almost exactly the same views are
held in the first stage as at the last; the difference being mainly one of
fullness of exposition and accuracy of distinction (cf. p. 244 ff. and p.
314 ff.). One is astonished also to find what little first-hand knowledge
Kant had of art, and indeed what extremely slight natural capacity he
had for appreciating this side of experience. He could not understand
music, and only knew painting and the plastic arts at second hand
through Wincklemann and Mengs (p. 300). Music he regarded as an
" importunate art," a remark which doubtless had its origin, as Dr. Schlapp-
suggests, in Kant having lived too near the Konigsberg State prison, and
been compelled to listen to bands when ont at a military dinner (p. 328) I
While again, " den Begriff des Geschmackvollen erlautert (er) . . . an
der anspruchslosen Form einer Schnupftabaksdose von Papiermache"
(p. 300)! Literature was the only art on which he could pass a judgment
at first hand; and even here one cannot find a perfectly trustworthy
guide in a critic who thought Pope's Estay on man a literary master-
piece, and considered that novel reading weakened the memory and
injured the character. Regarding the main thesis, one point is very sig-
nificant. On the one hand, the discussion of Genius m the Critique of
Judgment is not only very short (̂ 5 46-ftO), but admittedly falls outside
the systematic division of the work itself (p. 303). Dr. Schlapp even
admits with Cohen that it should have been left out altogether. His
view of genius moreover in the Critique is, if not contradictory, at least
ambiguous (pp. 329-334). On the other hand, Dr. Schlapp has sought to
show that the theory of genius is the source of the conception of " formal
purposivenesa," of "necessity" in judgments of taste, of " 4 priori prin-
ciples of taste," of a " proportion between the mental powers," of the
" free and harmonious interplay of imagination and understanding "—all
of which occupy a large place in Kant's Critique of Judgment. The theory
of genius in fact gave rise to Kant's conception of the beautiful, and not
conversely (p. 388). The Critique of Judgment is the result of fusing hiB
theory of genius with those ideas on Taste which appear in the early
lectures.

Some interesting points come out incidentally concerning Kant's gen-
eral theory of knowledge. One of these may be mentioned. It appears
that the idea of criticism as a scientific method first started in connexion
with the analysis of Taste. Kant remarks that there can be no science
of the beautiful; we can only have a " Kritik " (cf. pp. 44-45, 92). In this
respect Logic and ^Esthetic are considered alike, and for a long time in
•Kant's history are treated on similar lines, the one being a " Kritik " of
understanding, the other of feeling.

J. B. BAILLIE.

L'Elicit Erolitximiitiu : Studiu mtllit t'ilwfifin Mantle di Herbert Spencer. Da
GUGLIELMO SALVADOBL Torino, 1903. Pp. xv, 476.

This work falls into two main divisions, of which the first is expository,
while the second, which fills rather more than half the volume, is nomin-
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ally critical but really apologetic After a preliminary sketch—based
too much on second-hand and inaccurate information—of the history of
ethics before Herbert Spencer, Dr. Salvadori gives us an admirable
rirumf of the Synthetic Philosophy considered as a preparation for Mr.
Spencer's ethical system, followed by a careful analysis of the system,
itself. Then comes what I have called the apologetic portion of the
work. Himself offering no criticism on doctrines which he seems to
regard as absolutely true and demonstrated from beginning to end, Dr.
Salvadori makes it his business to defend them against the objections of
others, and chiefly against his own countrymen. English criticisms are
not left unnoticed; but the author only takes these into account in so
far as Mr. Spencer himself has replied to them, a procedure which ie-
nearly equivalent to their complete omission. The Italian and to some
extent the French critics have bad the advantage of his first-hand study
and are much more satisfactorily dealt with. In particular various objec-
tions are shown to proceed from a misunderstanding of Mr. Spencer's
position which the author's greatly superior knowledge of the subjeot
enables him very happily to dispel. But Dr. Salvadori's extreme desire
to conciliate opponents has the effect of making him underrate the depth
of the division which separates his master's system from that of the
continental spiritualists. A theory which treats morality as deriving its.
whole value from the pleasure it produces cannot possibly be harmonised
with theories which either make virtue an end in itself or identify the
end with some form of absolute existence. Nor again can the old feud
between necessity and free-will be appeased by pointing out that deter-
minism does not in practice involve the abnegation of human responsi-
bilities and duties. And here it may be observed that in the vain effort
to conciliate irreconcilable opponents Dr. Salvadori has strained his
master's principles to the breaking point. To treat consciousness as ' a
factor in moral evolution ' is by no means equivalent to calling it ' an
active and creative energy ' (p. 269). Without consciousness pleasure,
the assumed end of moral action, would of course not exist; and it may-
be true—although it has not been proved—that without the intervention
of consciousness animal organisms could not be completely adapted to-
their environment. But creative energy implies more than this: it im-
plies a production of force out of nothing, which is in contradiction to-
the fundamental dogma of Mr. Spencer's system. Again, the description
of that system as ' an agnostic monism ' (p. 295) seems an illogical con-
cession to a certain school of metaphysicians for which the master would
hardly care to be made responsible. Still more objectionable is Dr-
Salvadori's wholesale denunciation of the old or ' asaociationist' Utili-
tarianism (p. 489 ft). Here the author for the greater glorification of
his hero falls foul of his natural allies. Misconceptions long ago dis-
pelled by J. 8. Mill and others are dished up in a style worthy of the
most rabid spiritualist; and no spiritualist could be reproached with want
of discrimination for failing to see in what respect they are less applicable
to ' evolutionist' than to ' empirical' morality. Indeed lectures on the
impossibility of a hedonistic calculus come with a particularly ill grace
from a Spencerian who discards references to the greatest happiness of
mankind as we know it for references to the happiness of an ideal society
about which we know—to put it mildly—considerably less. One need
only apply the two competing methods to some concrete problem such
as divorce or capital punishment to appreciate the difference.

I have said that Dr. Salvadori does not himself offer any criticisms on
the philosophy he expounds. But his lucid style of exposition has the
incidental merit of bringing out into sharper relief what to some of us.
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seem the unwarranted assumptions, the gaps and the incoherencies of
Mr. Spencer's system.

A. W. Biioc.

La Morale di T. HoVba. Da BODOLFO MONDOLTO. Verona, 1908.
Pp. 27a

The object of this work—the first of a projected series of essays on the
histqry of utilitarian morality—is to exhibit an alleged fundamental con-
tradiction in the fashing of Hobbes which, according to the author, has
escaped the notice of previous critics. After setting up as the greatest
good the continual excitement and satisfaction of fresh desires, Hobbes in
his political philosophy substitutes for this the mere preservation of life
as suoh, to be secured by the establishment of an absolute government
which, while maintaining order, leaves no room for the expansion of
human individuality. More than this, the author of the Leviathan by
placing the life no less than the property of every citizen at the absolute
disposal of the supreme ruler takes away even that guarantee of bare
existence for which the sacrifice of individual liberty was originally
demanded. Thus Hobbes's system results in the complete negation of
its own premisses.

It seems to me that Signor Mondolfo has failed to make out his case,
and that Hobbes, whatever his inconsistencies in other respects, is in this
instance perfectly logical. That absolutism whose cause he pleaded while
denying to the private citizen all right of interfering with or criticising the
government, as well as of course of making war on other citizens, leaves
unhindered scope to the gratification of all his harmless desires. And
Hobbes has explained this with his usual clearness in chap, xiii, sect. IS,
of the Dt Oive, a passage which his critic must have read as he quotes
a simile from it (p. 265), although in suoh a manner as totally to pervert
the meaning of the original While on the subject of references I may
mention that the author sends us twice over (pp. 79 and 266) to Spinosa,
Btk. iiL, prop. 16, when apparently he means prop. 27 ; that on this
occasion he makes Spinoza talk about sympathy and imitation when the
two are identified in the original, sympathy being called the imitation of
feeling; and that, finally, there is not the slightest evidence of Spinosa's
having derived his ideas on sympathy from Malebranche, as is here too
hastily assumed.

A. W. BKNX.
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